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Hello, Lions! Thank you for joining us today! 

My name is Lara Lebeck and I am a Marketing & Communication Specialist with Lions 
Clubs International Foundation and will serve as your moderator. I have joining me 
today LCIF Chairperson and Past International President Gudrun Yngvadottir, LCIF 
Program Specialist Emily Johnson, Lion Pat Ryan, and LCIF Development Manager 
Dannette Pryor.
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A few housekeeping items before we begin:
- We will be playing a video during the webinar. For the best experience, we highly 

recommend using your computer speakers or the GoToWebinar app on your 
phone or tablet. If you have called into the webinar, you will not be able to hear 
VIDEO sound. However, each video will have English subtitles and we have 
provided links to each video in the handout so you can view at a later time.

- The webinar is being recorded and the recording emailed to you following the 
webinar and will also be posted to the Virtual Events Center on lionsclubs.org for 
you to review and invite others to take advantage of.

(next slide)
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- Throughout the presentation, please feel free to submit questions using the box 
on the right-hand side of your screen if you are on a computer or by clicking the 
question button through the app on your phone or tablet. I will be collecting those 
for our Q&A session at the end.

(next slide)
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- You will also see several handouts that are available for download. These will 
include resources discussed throughout the presentation.

- We look forward to seeing you registered for upcoming Foundation webinars 
including our upcoming Foundation Fridays webinar on November 6! The links to 
register will be in the in the handouts.

- Finally, we always want feedback to help us plan future webinars. You will be 
receiving a survey in your email along with the recording to the webinar. Thank 
you for taking two-minutes of your time to give us your feedback.

Now I would like to turn the presentation over to LCIF Chairperson Gudrun 
Yngvadottir.

(next slide)
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(YNGVADÓTTIR)

Hello Lions! Thank you for joining us today to learn a little more about how Lions 
Clubs International Foundation, or LCIF, empowers you and clubs around the world in 
your fight for diabetes awareness, education, and relief. LCIF grant programs help 
fund Lions’ initiatives to improve the lives of those living with diabetes and help 
others avoid developing type two diabetes. Today, we hope to help you better 
understand these programs and how you and your clubs can support them as well as 
take them into your communities.

(next slide)
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(YNGVADÓTTIR)

Before I introduce our speakers, I first want to talk about the need, because the need 
is great, and the statistics are staggering. In recent years, diabetes has been identified 
by the World Health Organization as one of the leading causes of death globally, 
despite the fact that it can be treated and its consequences avoided or delayed with 
diet, physical activity, medication, and regular screening and treatment for 
complications.

(next slide)
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(YNGVADÓTTIR)

According to the 2019 Diabetes Atlas, 

(click)
Approximately 463 million adults (20-79 years) are living with diabetes. And it’s 
anticipated that by 2045 this number will rise to 700 million.

(click)
One in 5 people 65 years of age and older have diabetes.

(click)
One in 2 people with diabetes doesn’t even know they have the disease

(click)
Diabetes has caused 4.2 million deaths and
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(cllick)
Sadly, more than 1.1 million of our children and adolescents are living with type 1 
diabetes

It is because of this immense need that LCIF is committed to helping Lions educate 
the world on the need for diabetes research, programs, and initiatives. LCIF’s goal is 
to partner with you to reduce these statistics in the coming years through service, 
investment, education, and kindness.

(next slide)
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(YNGVADÓTTIR)

In just a few moments, LCIF staff member Emily Johnson will share more information 
about the LCIF Diabetes grant program. Then, you’ll hear from Lion Pat Ryan of 
Kentucky, who will share his personal experience with an LCIF Diabetes grant. Finally, 
Dannette Pryor, another LCIF staff member, will talk about LCIF’s Campaign 100 and 
how Lions’ support of the campaign enables grant programs like these to continue 
impacting people in need around the world.

(next slide)
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(YNGVADÓTTIR)

But, first, I want to share with you an inspiring story out of Romania, where an LCIF 
grant empowered Lions clubs of Romania to host week-long summer camps for 
children with diabetes. 

(PLAY VIDEO - https://youtu.be/z21yfmdxly8)

It’s programs like these that really make a difference in the impact of diabetes around 
the world. I’m proud that LCIF funding made this initiative possible. 

I would now like to introduce Emily Johnson, from LCIF’s Global Health Initiatives 
team, who will share more about LCIF’s Diabetes grant program, and how your club 
can apply for a grant to make important strides toward healthier communities. 

(next slide)
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(JOHNSON)

Hello everyone, I am glad to be with you today. 

My name is Emily Johnson, and I serve as the regional program specialist for 
constitutional areas 1, 2 and 3 for the Global Health Initiatives department. 

As a way to support Lions who want to expand their service and increase their impact 
in the diabetes cause area, LCIF offers diabetes grants.

I’m pleased to be able to tell you more about this program today.

(next slide)
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(JOHNSON)

Before we dig into the details of the program, I’d just like to share with 
you a few highlights.
• The diabetes grant application was launched in July of 2018. 
• Since the first grants were approved in January 2019, LCIF has 

awarded over 70 grants to over 30 unique countries for a total of 
about 5 million US Dollars.
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So what types of projects are eligible for a Diabetes grant? LCIF Diabetes grants provide support 
four specific intervention areas:

The first I’d like to mention are youth camps are retreats that encourage interaction 
and education amongst peers in a positive, medically-safe environment.
• An example of an eligible project expense is renovation for an existing diabetes 

camp to further expand services
• An example of an ineligible project expense is individual sponsorship for children 

to attend camp

Another intervention area is human resource training to establish or expand 
professional-level medical expertise and/or train community diabetes educators.
• An example of an eligible project expense is tuition and fees to train individuals as 

Certified Diabetes Educators
• Salaries for newly trained professionals is an example of an ineligible project 

expense



Diabetes grants also fund infrastructure development to 
improve diabetes healthcare access through renovation of 
diabetes care and education facilities, as well as provision of 
equipment
• Renovation for spatial improvement and upgrades for an 

existing diabetes care facility is an example of an eligible 
project expense

• An example of ineligible project expense is construction of a 
new diabetes care facility

And the final intervention area is community screening activities organized in 
partnership with healthcare professionals that are designed to identify at-risk 
individuals; 
Screening activities must also ensure there is a follow-up care protocol in place
• Examples of eligible project expenses include screening consumables, such as 
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glucometers, for a diabetes screening event
• Individual assistance for people living with diabetes, including continuous 

glucose monitors, strips and insulin is an example of an ineligible project expense

Eligible and ineligible expenses are outlined in detail in the diabetes grant application, 
as well as the diabetes grant reference guide. Both resources can be found on our 
website.
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Let’s go over some of the key criteria for diabetes grants. 
• Funding is available between US$10,000 and US$150,000 for districts 

and up to US$250,000 for multiple districts. 
• LCIF matches up to 75% of total project, which means that Lions are 

responsible for at least 25% in local matching funds. The matching 
funds must be contributed as cash; while in-kind donations do not 
count toward the match, they can still strengthen the request.

• Grants are reviewed in August, January, and May during LCIF Board 
meetings, and the due date is a 90 days before those meetings. 
However, the review process can take some time depending on the 
development of the grant application, so the earlier the better to 
avoid delays. 

• At any given time, only two diabetes grants can be open for a single 
district and one diabetes grant can be open for a multiple district. 
Having an open diabetes grant does not affect a district or multiple 
district’s ability to apply for other grant programs, so long as the 



active diabetes grant is in good standing.

• Additionally, grants must be submitted by the locals Lions district or 
multiple district and Lions are also the recipient of the grant award. 
Healthcare or community organizations are not eligible to apply for a 
grant without the involvement of Lions.
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The application review process includes an evaluation by both LCIF 
staff and a technical advisor, who is a diabetes expert. 

• During the review process, we evaluate applications on three 
primary factors: impact, efficiency and sustainability. 

• Strong diabetes projects are planned by Lions in collaboration with 
partners, such as local diabetes organizations or clinics. 

• Strong projects are needs-based and exhibit cost-effectiveness, as 
well as include a plan for sustainability beyond the lifetime of the 
grant.

• The technical advisor is available at the early stages of grant 
development if you have questions or need help, and Regional 
Program Specialists like me are also available to walk through the 
early stages of project planning and the application process. 



Now I’d like to share a couple of project examples.

• Lions in Nigeria received a grant focused on three of the intervention areas—
infrastructure, training and screening.

• Through the project, the capacity of the hospital’s diabetes center will be 
increased not only through the renovations, but also through training over 30 
health personnel

• The Lions and medical partners will also collaborate to conduct nearly 50 screening 
events throughout the three-year project period



• Another project example comes from Virginia.
• Lions received a grant to train school nurses and other school personnel 

(like coaches and bus drivers) on diabetes care for children.
• The project has enabled these staff members to better respond to 

emergency situations for children with diabetes during the school day, 
as well as during extra curricular activities, should they have an extreme 

high or low.
• The Lions first sought a grant to pilot the program. Due to its success, the 

Lions received a second grant to train additional schools in the region.



For more information on diabetes grants, you can send us an email or 
visit our website. 

• Whether you’re interested in diabetes grant or another LCIF grant 
program, I highly encourage you to check out the new online grants 
toolkit.

• The toolkit is a one-stop-shop for both prospective applicants and 
current grantees.

• It includes resources such as tips for applying for a grant, tips for 
managing a grant, application forms, reporting forms and much 
more.

Now I’d like to turn it over to Lion Pat Ryan, who will share with you his personal 



experiences with the diabetes cause and an LCIF grant.
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My grandmother, Kate Kerney, was the first policewoman in Evansville, IN. She was 
pretty big and could be pretty tough!
Kate Kerney wore two different sized shoes: a size 6 on her left foot and a size 8 on 
her right foot. This was because she had so many toes cut off of her left foot due to 
diabetes. My uncle,Bud Kerney, also had diabetes. They had to amputate his lower 
left leg.
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This is me – the one in the blue shirt – on June 7, 2014. I had Type 2 diabetes. Over 
270+ pounds; size 48 waist (tight); XXX-size shirts. I developed Stage 3 (of 5) Chronic 
Kidney Disease, took medications for diabetes, high blood pressure, and high 
cholesterol. I was well on my way to having bad complications due to diabetes. A1C –
7.9
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This is me again. This was taken at the Lions Clubs International convention in Chicago 
in June of 2016. Down to 160 lbs; size 32 waist; S/M shirts; no medications for 
diabetes, blood pressure or cholesterol. Down to stage 1 CKD.   A1C – 5.9
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Diabetes is a complex and increasingly common  disease. Data from the Kentucky 
Behavioral Risk  Factor Survey (KyBRFS) show that from 2000 to  2017 diagnosed 
diabetes rose from (2000)   6.5% to (2017)  12.9%  (2014: 13.4%).
Estimated 442,480
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This means 1 in 7 (474,500) Kentucky adults have  been diagnosed with diabetes.2   

Based on national studies, it is likely that an additional 158,200  Kentucky adults have
diabetes but do not know this yet due to lack of testing and diagnosis. If this is  true, 
the real number of adults with diabetes is  approximately
632,700.3
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But this is just the tip of the iceberg.    An even  greater threat is looming  under the 
surface. 
It is  estimated that 1 in every 3 or 33.9% (1,100,000) of Kentucky adults have pre-
diabetes with only 10.2%  (288,000) diagnosed in 2015.
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The bad news is: Diabetes is costly, chronic, has very serious complications.
The good news is: you can slow down the effects of Type 1 Diabetes and, like I did, 
you can control and even reverse Pre-Diabetes and Type 2 Diabetes.
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LCI Strategic Objectives
DSMES = Diabetes Self Management, Education and Support
DPP = Diabetes Prevention Program
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An example of a pre-event handout to promote an upcoming BLDP Screening Event.
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Intake station for explaining the procedures and collecting consent.
We also have the participants fill out the ADA/CDC’s 7 question “At-Risk Assessment”.
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A1C testing station with one of our pop-up banners in the background.
Lion Todd Oldfield – Lexington South Lions Club.
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Our BLDP Screening Event at Berea College for their Hispanic population.
11 Lions from 7 different clubs plus 4 other volunteers.
25 A1C tests with 8 elevated levels (34%).
9 Retina imagings with 3 pathologies.
………………
We have established partnerships with 
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Almost 40% of all the participants we have screened were “At-Risk” of having 
Diabetes.
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A1C test result form handed to participant. 
A1C is a lab test which measures your average blood sugar level for the last 3 months. 
* Most people with diabetes set a goal of below 7%.  *Caution area = 7-9% (take 
steps to lower your level.)  *Warning level = above 9% (see a doctor right away.)  
*Every 1% drop in A1C reduces the risk of long term diabetes-related problems by 
37%.  * Attend DSMES / DPP sessions – become knowledgeable.  * Make healthy food 
and portion choices.  * Increase your physical activity.  * Check blood sugar levels.  * 
Take diabetes prescriptions as ordered.
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Over 1/3 of the 705 participants we screened had elevated A1C scores.  Most of them 
had no idea!
We counsel the participants about healthy lifestyle and strongly encourage them to in 
DSMES and/or DPP programs to reduce their risks.
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We order most all of our testing supplies from Wilburn Medical USA located in 
Kernersville, NC.
A1C kits, lancets, 2X2 gauze sponges, Sani-Clean wipes, sharps containers, band-aids, 
sanitizer solution, gloves, chux pads
They are wonderful partners that go out of their way to make our BLDP successful. 
Since COVID, they also supply us with masks and face shields.

https://wilburnmedicalusa.com/contact-us/

1-336-996-6820
1-877-WILBURN (1-877-945-2876)
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BLDP partnered with IRIS to evaluate the retina images of our participants in order to 
prevent blindness.
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Lion  Pat Ryan imaging the retina of an EKU Nursing student partner.
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The camera looks through the pupil at the front of the eye  in order to capture an 
image of the retina at the back of the eye.
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This is an image of a healthy retina. We try to capture sharp images of these 4 main 
features: Optic nerve; macula; upper arcane; lower arcane
Diabetic retinopathy is a disease affecting the eyes that’s caused by changes in the 
blood vessels of the retina. It occurs when blood vessels in the eyes begin to swell or 
leak. In some cases, new blood vessels may grow on the surface of the retina. Over 
time, the condition worsens, potentially causing vision loss. 2
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Diabetic retinopathy is caused by too much sugar in the bloodstream. This sugar 
causes blockage in the blood vessels that nourish the eye, cutting off its blood supply. 
To compensate, the eye begins to develop new blood vessels. However, these vessels 
don’t form properly, causing them to leak.3
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Anyone with diabetes—type 1 or type 2—is at risk of developing diabetic retinopathy. 
That risk is increased if they’ve had diabetes for a long time.
Other factors that can increase the likelihood of diabetic retinopathy include4:
•Poor blood sugar control over time
•High blood pressure
•High cholesterol levels
•Pregnancy
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Again, we counsel participants to take control of their lifestyle and, especially enroll 
in DPP and/or DSMES programs.
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DPP & DSMES are national programs certified by CDC and ADA. Every state health 
department should have a list of the available programs.
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We also partner with the Kentucky Diabetes Network to encourage local Lions Clubs 
to interact with other groups in their area that also want to Fight Diabetes!
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KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION – DIABETES DOCUMENTARY
Full length 58:28
This documentary examines the alarming number of people with undiagnosed 
Type 2 diabetes or prediabetes, and how health champions throughout 
Kentucky are working to increase screening rates and connect people with 
proven lifestyle interventions. Next, KET presents a discussion with state 
experts on how to reduce the overall numbers of people with undiagnosed 
Type 2 diabetes and prediabetes.
https://www.ket.org/program/health-documentaries/undiagnosed-the-
diabetes-epidemic-161800/
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(PRYOR)

Thank you, Lion Pat.

What an inspiring program you have developed with the help of LCIF!

(Short introduction to your role and what the development team does)

(next slide)
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(PRYOR)

Through Campaign 100, we will increase our service impact in vision, youth 
development, disaster relief, and humanitarian efforts.

(click)

Fight the global epidemic of diabetes and improving quality of life for those 
diagnosed

(click)

And expand our focus on childhood cancer, hunger, and the environment.

The needs of our world are changing rapidly and LCIF will be there to meet those 
needs.
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(PRYOR)
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(PRYOR)

If you are ready to take the next step and support LCIF and Campaign 100 there are 
several ways to do so. 

To give on an individual level, you can always go to lionsclubs.org/donate. 

(click)

You can also start a Facebook fundraiser or text LCIF to 2-4-3-7-2-5.

For more ways to donate to LCIF, visit lionsclubs.org/waystogive.
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(PRYOR)

Now, let’s look at club support. In less challenging times, we would be IN the 
community holding a fundraiser for LCIF or we would gather at our club meeting to 
discuss a gift to Campaign 100 from our treasury. However, times have changed.

Ushered in with COVID-19 was a fundamental shift in our fundraising paradigm. Until 
we can safely serve IN our communities, I ask you to connect electronically with each 
other to strategize on becoming a Model Club. Secondly, I ask you to collectively 
strategize on creative ways to support Campaign 100 and to share your ideas broadly.
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(PRYOR)

For those who have already personally supported LCIF during Campaign 100, thank 
you. For those who have made your gift recurring, or ongoing, thank you again. For 
those meaning to give whatever you can, I ask you to remember how LCIF grant funds 
have PERSONALLY empowered your service. When we make it personal, we give what 
we can. 
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(after question section – Lara to turn back over to Chairperson Gudrun for closing 
remarks)
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(YNGVADOTTIR)

Closing remarks
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